
 

 

when it comes to grabbing ladies most folks would depend on the utilization of stuff like pick-up-lines or 

strategies. but this is infect a major error, you see a lady can quickly know whether the guy just tries to 

bang her. trust it. the female personality is designed with the intuitive capacity to see, if a person 

attempts to lure her. the minute you begin utilizing a lame pick up line opener will be very clear. so what 

should you do, to abstain from beeing excessively evident and getting rejected ideal out of the entryway, 

well you need to hide your goals and ententions, buddy ! you need to hide them,  until the point when 

the temptation is finished. in this manner so as to get ladies effectively you must be totally undercover 

about it in short he should never let your aims known, so how would you approach the lady yet at the 

same time looks as though you're not endeavoring to lift her up. it's really basic really. you can make a 

Woman inspired by you but then be totally unaware of your endeavor to lure her. so what to do ? you 

need to catch a lady's consideration promptly while bringing down her prepare for you significantly. you 

have to get a woman to tell you about a experience in her past, that makes her feel happy. say 

something like "think about the moment you have been full of joy and filled with happiness". whats the 



consequence of these sentence ?" she will start to describe this experience. in the best case, she will feel 

the same emotions right now, she felt back when she made this experience. it works best if you ask 

questions while she tells you about it. questions like "oh, how do you mean it was a situation, that really 

touches your heart.?" the other consequence is, that she starts smiling and fantasizing about the positive 

experience. and now comes the trick to get her on the fractionation-roller-coaster. after she finished her 

speech, ask her, which experience in the past, made her really sad. by asking this, she will remember 

again, but this time she looks sad and gets negative feelings while talking. maybe she will start to look 

really depressed. but thats not a problem, her mood goes over. but at the point of her mood-swing, you 

could recognize, that your fractionation trick works, buddy ! start asking her more and more about the 

sad experience. but dont bring her into tears, that would be mean. after that, you are at the row. now 

you start to tell about a positive experience in your life. at the point you start talking about a positive 

experience in your life, you help her to get out of her temporary depression ! thats a very good move, 

that will set a anker in her subconscious mind, that you helped her out of a negative situation in the past. 

her ride on your fractionation roller-coaster goes on and on. repeat these steps every few days and she 

will start to create a dependence to you. without your permission, there is no relief of sadness. and you 

can guess what she will do in the future, if she is sad ??? RIGHT. going to see you and begging for help. its 

a little bit similar to the tv-shows, that get women emotional engaged, because its a up and down of 

feelings. but in this case, you are the start of your real life tvshow. sounds good ? YES. you are her 

favorite tvshow now and she is your little fan. begging for your attention. beeing emotional controlled by 

you. 

(but its very powerful so please use it with response. dont use this technique for bad stuff.) 
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